Preface* In order to study various problems, authors were led to introduce various adequate spaces of holomorphic functions on locally convex spaces (l.c.s.). For the study of convolution equations and following Gupta [6, 7] , Matos introduced in [11, 12] the concept of entire function of nuclear bounded type on any complex l.c.s. E (we denote their space by <%? Nb (E) ). Latter Matos-Nachbin introduced in [13] the concept of Silva entire function of nuclear bounded type (we denote their space by £έf S Nb(E))-On the other side Boland [1, 2] was the first to obtain results in the whole space SίfiE) of the entire functions (G-analytic and continuous) but under the assumption that J? is a quasi-complete dual nuclear l.c.s.
The aim of this paper is to prove (Th. 3.6 and 3.9) that when E is a quasi-complete dual nuclear l.c.s. both spaces £ίf Nh {E) and <^sNb(E) coincide with the space J%f s (E) of the Silva holomorphic functions on E. Since in this case <%*(E) is dense in £έf s {E) with induced topology and 3ίf(β) coincides with £έf s (E) if E is a strong dual of a nuclear Frechet space it follows that Boland's results can now be interpreted as consequences of Matos's results, thus providing a clarification and unification of the theory.
First we fix the notations (part 1) and recall definitions (part 2). In part 3 we prove our result above and in part 4 we apply it to interprete Boland's results in term of Matos' results. 1* Notations and terminology* We use the classical notations of the theory of infinite dimensional holomorphic functions [14] . All the vector spaces considered here are complex.
If E is a locally convex space (l.c.s. for short), E r denotes its continuous dual and Sίf{E) the space of the holomorphic (i.e., G analytic + continuous) functions on E with the compact open topology τ 0 . If E is a normed space £έf h {E) denotes the space of all entire functions of bounded type (i.e., bounded over the bounded subsets of E) with the topology of uniform convergence on the bounded subsets of E.
To state the results in their correct setting and for more simplicity in the proofs we also use the concept of a bornological convex space (b.c.s. for short). A b.c.s. E is an algebraic injective inductive limit of a family of normed spaces CEΰ ί67 . We say that BdE is a bounded (respectively, strict compact) subset of E if it is contained and bounded (respectively, compact) in some E t . For more details on the theory of b.c.s. see for instance Hogbe-Nlend [9] [10]. We denote by E x the vector space of all linear forms on E which are bounded over the bounded subsets of E; we say that E is separated by its dual E x if for every x Φ 0 in E there exists an x'eE x with x\x) Φ 0; all the b.c.s. we shall consider are assumed to be separated by their dual.
When E is a l.c.s. we denote also by E the usual (Von Neumann) bornology on E. This will not give rise to any confusion.
If E is a b.c.s. we say that a complex function on it is Silvaholomorphic if its restriction to each E t is holomorphic for the normed topology of E t . We denote by ^0%{E) the vector space of all Silvaholomorphic functions on E endowed with the locally convex topology of the uniform convergence on the strict compact subsets of E.
A bornological convex space is nuclear if it may be represented by E = \\m ieI Ei where the spaces E t are Banach spaces such that for every iel there is j el such that E t c E s and the corresponding injection is nuclear. We may now recall the definition of an entire function of nuclear bounded type (see Matos [11] and [12] [6] and [7] ). In this case its norm is given by IHU.^to) where 2?i(0) is the closed unit ball of E centered at the origin. In order to simplify the notations we use Gupta's || ||^ for this norm. Also £ί? SNh (JS) = Sίf m {E) is formed by holomorphic functions and it is a Frechet space. Let us remark that 3ίf m {E) is contained in ^f h {E) with continuous inclusion. Now we define another space of Silva-holomorphic functions on E which is "nuclear of bounded type" in some sense. DEFINITION 2.6. A function / from Eiτtio C is in the so-denoted space £έfS Nb (E) if / restricted to E B is in 3ίf m {β B ) for every B in
In £ίfS m {JE) we consider the natural locally convex topology given by the seminorms:
for every / in j%fS Nb (E) and Be£? E .
Since we have
Sup||(ro!)-l !-(/|tf a )(O)(a0|| ^ iB for each m in N and B e & E it follows that the inclusion of gg?S Nh (E) into £ίf s (E) is continuous. (This inclusion is even continuous for the topology τ ωSe of Paques [15].)
It is a routine matter to prove the following result. PROPOSITION 
The space j%fS Nh (E) is the projective limit of the Frechet spaces έ%f Nh (E B ), δe^, through the restriction mappings r B :
f-+f\E B .
As consequences of the preceding result we get that is complete and the inclusion mapping from £έ? SN b(E) into is continuous. Also a subset 1 of £έfS Nh (E) is bounded if and only if X/E B is bounded in £έ? Nh (E B ) for every Se^.
3* A comparison of these spaces of holomorphic functions* In this section E is a nuclear b.c.s. (separated by its dual) although some weaker hypotheses on E would be enough. It is well known from the properties of factorization of nuclear maps between Banach spaces (Grothendieck [8] ) that E may be written as the "bornological" inductive limit of a family E t of Hubert spaces (Hogbe-Nlend [9] Now we are going to prove the converse: For every ε > 0 there exists a decomposition x = Σπmte T {1 ® ® T im with T ti 6 H such that (1) Since iϊ is dense in H, for every (i, i) there exists a sequence geiv of elements of iϊ converging to T <y in H. Hence from (3):
Since this is true for every ε > 0 we have in fact: 
Proof. Clearly £ίf SNh (E)a£έ?S Nh {E).
For the converse let us first prove that lim <β7 ^N(
From the definition of the protective topological tensor product π (Grothendieck [8] 
from Lemma 3.2.
But the same proof as in Lemma 3.
Furthermore the equalities of the sets of the "natural" norms on these spaces (defined in §2) comes from Lemma 3.2.
An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.8 is: THEOREM 3.9. Let E be a quasi-complete dual nuclear l.c.s.
Then £έf Nh (E) = £έf S Nb(E) algebraically and topologically.
4* Application to Boland's theorems* The first results of existence and approximation of solutions of convolution equations in all the space <&?(E) when E is infinite dimensional were obtained by Boland in [1] , and remain the basic results in this topic. We prove here that via the results of § 3 they appear as a consequence of previous Matos's results for έ%f Nh {Έ) in [11] [12]. 4.1. Application to Boland's existence theorem. Let £ be a DFN space (strong dual of a nuclear Frechet space) then it follows from Th. 3.6 that ^f{E) = £έ%(E) = Sίf SN lE) = ^f Nh (E) .
Hence the well known Existence theorem of Boland [1] [2] for the convolution equations in Sίfiβ) appears now as a consequence of the similar result in Matos [11] [12]. Boland's approximation theorem . Let E be a quasi-complete dual nuclear l.c.s. It is shown in Colombeau-Meise-Perrot [4] that 3έf(E) is dense in £gf s (E) and (the compact subsets of E are strict compact) these two last spaces have also the same convolution operators hence, from Th. 3.6 and 3.9, ^f Nh {E) and £έf(E) have the same convolution operators. Now let f^Sίfiβt) hence feβ£%(E) hence from 3.6 and 3.9 fe£^N h (E). Now if & is a convolution operator on §ίf{Έ) and / is in £ίf Nh (E) such that έ?f = 0 the Approximation theorem in Matos [11] [12] implies that / may be approximated by exponential polynomials in the kernel of έ?. Hence we get Boland's approximation theorem [1] [2]. REMARK 4.3. A more general approximation theorem is given in Colombeau-Perrot [5] in the case E is only a nuclear b.c.s. separated by its dual. General existence and approximation theorems are also given in Colombeau-Matos [3] and Matos Nachbin [13] . REMARK 4.4 . It is also immediate to check that Boland's result [1] on the Fourier Borel transform is also a consequence of the corresponding Matos result in [11] .
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